VIRTUAL YARD SALE!
Your EASY way to help us meet our important fund raising goal!

EBAY FOR CHEVREI!

CLEAN OUT YOUR CLOSETS, ATTIC, BASEMENT AND GARAGE AND HELP
US SUCCEED!
Now you can help raise funds for CT while reducing clutter at home. Perhaps you are helping
someone else to downsize? The best thing about this fund-raiser is that we are not asking any
members for your cash. However, we do need your help!
So how can you help? Well, most obviously we need the stuff to sell. You may wonder what
kind of stuff we are looking for:


Items of shippable size. This excludes things like furniture. Since the buyer will be paying
for the shipping, the cost of shipping should not overwhelm the cost of the item.



Items in good condition. Nobody wants old worn-out anything.



Inherently valuable items – e.g. Silverware



Collectible items – the range of what people collect is extraordinary.



Searchable items – there are millions of items for sale on eBay. Someone has to find your
item in order for them to buy it. If it cannot be described in a way that can be searched for,
it probably won't sell. What makes something searchable? Brand names, titles, names of
creators (artist, author, manufacturer, etc).



Sometimes you never know. If you are not sure, ask us: EBAY@Chevrei.org



Most things will sell, if the price is right. An important question for you is what is the minimum value you will accept for an item you are donating? Perhaps whatever we can get is
fine, but maybe you feel that if I can't get at least $XX for Mom's necklace, you would rather
give it to a family member. Let us know if you need a minimum value for your donation,
and we can return your item if that is not possible.

We also will need boxes of various sizes and shapes. Save your Amazon and other cartons for us!
Consult your tax advisor for potential deductions for your taxes.
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